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 Baseball is all about getting on base. Singles, doubles -- even walks -- are more likely to put 
numbers on the scoreboard than swinging for the stands. One thing I have learned in my first 
year as Chairman of Greater Jamaica Development Corporation is that, the same principles hold 
true for economic development. Over the last year -- one of serious financial challenge for GJDC 
-- we still produced a high batting average, with many base hits and, as a result, runs scored. Our 

successes have come despite limited resources, and other familiar disadvantages – the equivalents of being in a small 
market (with limited potential for television viewers) and with a wind that blows against us from the outfield. Our 
success is because we play the game smartly.

 The Corporation’s vision for Downtown Jamaica is now in sharper focus than ever. New York City’s future 
growth can happen here. Not just because of our unmatched transportation infrastructure, proximity to the airport 
and capacity for development, but because of this community’s growing social strengths as well. The market has shown 
a strong interest in expanding retail and housing opportunities using the Downtown’s in-place development potential 
(thanks to the 2007 rezoning). Jamaica is more and more widely-recognized as an authentic, style-setting urban center, 
home to middle-class New Yorkers of color: both with deep roots in the community and from all over the globe. In 
addition, it is a community that has demonstrated its pro-growth attitude and support for development.

 In 2012, the Corporation experienced unexpected and disappointing results in its self-sustaining operations. 
With the added burden of newly-imposed property taxes on both Jamaica First Parking’s and GJDC’s rental proper-
ties -- coming to almost $1 million of additional expense – along with declining support from some government and 
private sector donors, and significant professional fees and costs to address tax, compliance and fiduciary issues, GJDC 
ended the year with a large financial loss. This report indicates that we still had a winning season. But as they say at 
the ballpark “wait’ll next year:” 2013 is shaping up to get us into the “play-offs”, and perhaps better. By judging our 
pitches carefully and hitting for percentage – at the same time playing sharp, disciplined defense – I would not be 
surprised if we won another pennant in 2013.

 Our work this past year was intently focused on station-area development – bringing mixed use, transit-
oriented investment to the downtown area around AirTrain and Jamaica Station. Our work in this area has benefitted 
from support and active partnerships with the Port Authority, Metropolitan Transportation Authority, NYC Economic 
Development Corporation, the Queens Borough President and NYS Department of State. After requests for proposals 
for key sites, assembled over the last ten years by GJDC, were issued, considerable developer interest in Jamaica re-
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sulted. We expect announcements of development on those sites shortly. We worked successfully to structure a transac-
tion for returning a department store to Downtown Jamaica -- after a thirty-year absence -- using one of Jamaica First 
Parking’s open air lots– while maintaining parking spaces available to the community there. Congressman Gregory 
Meeks, a great government partner and community leader, announced recently that Blumenfeld Development Group 
has signed an agreement with GJDC to construct a 160,000 square-foot large format retail building and a 555-car 
garage. Finally, Bluestone Development Group broke ground for a 100 unit mixed-income, mixed-use project, on 
161st Street, which will include new offices for Bluestone, on property sold to them by GJDC. Each of these projects 
“advances the runner” of downtown revitalization. All will have a positive impact on GJDC’s net asset base and bot-
tom line as well.

 Changing the perception of Jamaica must continue to be a principle focus of our efforts. For example, in the 
station area, the completion of the Shops at Station Plaza in the Sutphin Underpass has led to significant improvement 
in the lighting and aesthetics of what was formerly a dark and forbidding space. The Ride Safe livery dispatch program 
has eliminated much of the chaos created by illegal taxi drivers in the area. With the tenanting of the Shops before the 
end of the 2013 (the Resorts World Casino shuttle bus stop has already created increased foot traffic on the east side of 
Sutphin), the underpass will become a showplace – supporting significant development on the sites flanking it, north 
and south.

 It is my great pleasure to serve as Chairman of Greater Jamaica Development Corporation and I find my role 
as coach highly satisfying in serving this diverse and dynamic community. GJDC and I are in the game to stay. We 
think the innings ahead will be really exciting and productive! 

Project DeveloPment 

 With the MTA/Long Island Railroad, GJDC issued a request in 2012 for proposals for developing the site 
of our Marketing Center on Sutphin Boulevard at 94th Avenue. A number of attractive proposals for development 
of a hotel (with 125 – 250 rooms) with retail and a restaurant were received. Because, to develop the site, permanent 
accommodations must be made for key elements of LIRR infrastructure, the process for selecting a developer has 
been carefully conducted.  By year-end, discussions were well advanced; approval of a proposal by LIRR and GJDC is 
expected in 2013. Construction could begin as early as the first quarter of 2014.

 An RFP was also issued in 2012 for the GJDC - assembled site on the north side of the LIRR tracks. That site 
has a foot print of approximately100 by 600 feet and can accommodate development of up to 600,000 square feet of 
floor space. The responses to the RFP were initially disappointing, but, more recently, developer interest has perked up, 
with a focus on housing and retail. During 2013 a developer with substantial capacity will likely enter into a contract 
with us to purchase this site. This has potential to be a significant “liquidity event” for GJDC in the short to medium 
term; not unlike trading an established star player for several hot prospects and future draft choices.

 GJDC experienced considerable developer interest in Jamaica First Property’s two open-air parking lots. 
The challenge was to stimulate appropriate development on these sites without sacrificing essential parking capacity 
and services. Much effort was expended during the course of the year to structure an arrangement with Blumenfeld 
Development Group to create a development with big box capacity to accommodate a modern department store -- a 
commercial anchor -- which the Downtown has been without since the departure of Mays’ over 35 years ago – and 
also to build a modern parking structure to replace lost spaces.  Documents for this arrangement were signed in April 
2013 -- a major step forward toward Jamaica’s continued progress. This transaction will create a substantial step-up in 
net assets for GJDC in the next few years, creating team potential for the foreseeable future.
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 All of these are/will be essentially private transactions – accomplished without government subsidies – which 
make them all the more remarkable, given the normal risks in the private sector of development in Jamaica. This seems 
an accomplishment not unlike beating out a triple while wearing leg weights. 
 

Infrastructure 

 Construction of the Shops at Station Plaza in the Sutphin Boulevard underpass was completed in 2012. This 
project has transformed dark, unsightly loading docks into a well-lit, attractive pedestrian arcade. Construction and 
leasing the resulting retail spaces is complicated by the fact that all of this was done directly underneath one of the 
nation’s busiest commuter rails and one of the region’s most essential transportation nodes. There is no room for design 
error with respect to fire safety and access to essential infrastructure elements for repair and inspection. Interior design 
of a visitors’ center for the Resorts World Casino (already operating a shuttle bus service from the underpass to the 
Casino) is now under careful review by LIRR. GJDC continues to pursue other quality tenants in this, as yet commer-
cially unproven, location with limited pedestrian traffic to date. This is changing as conditions improve and develop-
ment advances.

 The Atlantic Avenue Extension and Station Plaza projects did not progress in 2012 as had hoped. Acquisition 
of the property by the City of New York required for these improvements has been a slow and protracted process. But 
GJDC, along with our able partner, the New York City Economic Development Corporation, continue to press the 
projects forward. Completion of acquisition for Atlantic Avenue Extension and road-way construction are expected 
this year. 

BusIness servIces 
 
 GJDC’s Business Services team are like our minor league coaches; working with local entrepreneurs and small 
business owners to assist them in bringing up their batting averages and improving their ERA’s. Several new loans 
were made this year and the loan portfolio markedly improved its performance. Supporting New York City’s industrial 
businesses has, like facial hair on pitchers, become unfashionable, but this sector remains an important part of the local 
economy. GJDC is committed to helping it remain vital in southeast Queens. We continue to advocate for industry 
needs with local government and to work to find programs and funds that enable them to expand.  

PercePtIons 

 We are continuously reminded that misperception of Jamaica remains a significant obstacle to fulfilling 
its potential as a regional center of economic, civic, social and cultural activity. In 2012, the Downtown’s Business 
Improvement Districts (BIDs), saluted and honored at GJDC’s successful Gala this past year, played an increasingly 
effective role in presenting the positive aspects of Jamaica to the world. Our Jamaica Alliance also worked to improve 
impressions of Jamaica, with its team of hospitable ambassadors and horticultural staff. Resources which may now be 
required to pay City taxes would have enabled GJDC and the BIDs to expand this effort.

 GJDC’s Youth Initiative, drawing together community stakeholders, with an interest in the problems created 
by the presence of disengaged young people in the Downtown, drew attention to what was broadly recognized in the 
community as a significant problem. As a result of this attention, the YMCA of Greater New York selected Jamaica as 
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the location for its new and extensive Y Roads Program. Located in Jamaica Center for Arts and Learning, and oper-
ated in part by Opportunities for a Better Tomorrow, a highly regarded youth services and job readiness program, Y 
Roads plans to reach as many as 500 teens and young adults who are out of school and are jobless with a wide range 
of needed services. GJDC, having served as a community catalyst to focus attention on this issue of wide and pressing 
concern and to stimulate start-up work for a promising comprehensive approach, can now tip its cap and retire from 
the field. 

 The Brownfield Opportunity Area (BOA) grant from the New York State Department of State provided 
GJDC with new tools to promote station area development. We will target and work to change misperceptions in 
the station area. BOA funds were used to retain a consultant to survey area stakeholders to identify their priorities for 
the Downtown.  GJDC continued its retail attraction efforts, working with the BIDs, which led to our introduction 
to Blumenfeld Development Group. The developers of the Moda residential development, of the Dermot Company, 
on Parsons Boulevard has signed a lease for a 200-seat restaurant with an experienced Manhattan restaurant operator; 
this welcomed facility will open in 2013. And, the most blighted property on Jamaica Avenue was purchased out of 
foreclosure by a prominent retail developer, who has attractive plans for the site.
 

Governance/transParency/sustaInaBIlIty  

 The continued targeting of local elected officials by law enforcement agencies has increased scrutiny of local 
leaders and institutions from regulators and the media. This has made it all the more important that GJDC continue 
its commitment to best practices with transparency of its fiscal operations and governance of its affairs. We have 
performed well in the field on defense. At the plate, we have handled with skill the knuckleballs (and many related 
wild pitches) thrown at us in recent months.  During 2012, an extensive audit by the U.S. Internal Revenue Service 
confirmed that GJDC continues to pursue it its original mission of charitable public service and community building.

 In recent decades, philanthropic and government funders have encouraged not-for-profits to secure diverse 
streams of earned revenue, while pursuing their charitable goals. GJDC has been successful in this regard, particularly 
in adaptively reusing neglected or abandoned property for its own use and for that of other non-profits. GJDC also 
took the responsibility for upgrading and properly managing and maintaining the Downtown’s essential municipal 
parking system. We took over the failing municipal system and made it both attractive and an important and viable 
element in the Downtown’s economic vitality. These sources of revenue have given GJDC income sufficient to sup-
port its good works and to provide it some independence from the vagaries of both public and private funding sources. 
But government, corporate and foundation support all remain essential in securing GJDC’s capacity to carry out its 
mission. During the past year, GJDC’s rental properties were almost fully leased, providing revenues for its operations 
– and setting standards for downtown property maintenance.

 Strangely, GJDC’s relationship with government was transformed last year from being a net beneficiary of 
government support to that of a net supporter of government through the imposition of real property taxes on almost 
all of its holdings. Total annual property taxes paid to the City from GJDC and its affiliates in 2012 were over $1.5 
million dollars. Total funds granted by the City to GJDC in 2012 were about $254,000. This, obviously, places a 
severe strain on GJDC’s ability to continue to assist this community in a host of ways -- assistance that has helped to 
substantially increase private investment and property tax revenues to the City from new and improved development.

 Our legal challenge to the imposition of property taxes on JFP’s facilities was denied by a trial court last year. 
The case is on appeal, oral argument was heard in May 2013. GJDC’s case was supported by a friend-of-the-court 
brief, submitted on behalf of the Lawyer’s Alliance for the New York City, the Non-Profit Coordinating Committee 
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of New York, and the Queens Chamber of Commerce. We are grateful for their assistance and, given our attorneys’ 
review of New York State law, are confident in our ultimate success in the case.
 

conclusIon            

 We see change as inevitable, but growth is clearly optional. GJDC and Downtown Jamaica remain in serious 
contention for growth -- as a result of our focused, disciplined approach to getting on base. Our emphasis on quiet 
fundamentals can make progress hard to see in the short term. But over the medium-to-long term, the visible advances 
in Jamaica have been sustained and remarkable. In 2012 we saw progress on many fronts; providing a strong basis on 
which to continue to build increased economic activity in the downtown, improved quality of life, an expanded em-
ployment base and enhanced choices for consumers. As a baseball sage was once reported to have said, “It is difficult to 
make predictions, especially about the future.” But we remain focused on, and confident in, the future of this unique, 
dynamic community. 
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